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ABOUT

TVARANA
Tvarana started in 2007 focusing on
cloud-based enterprise applications.
Over the years, Tvarana has evolved as a
NetSuite SDN Partner and has
successfully completed over 500
projects involving customization, cloud
integration and app development.
Tvarana specializes in offering cloud
solutions to users of ERP and CRM
platforms and has experience over
technologies like NetSuite,
Salesforce.com and IPAAS solutions
such as Dell Boomi, MuleSoft and Celigo.
Tvarana currently has a 70+ member
dedicated NetSuite team, and 8 apps
listed on suiteapp.com.
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VENDOR STATEMENT

SUMMARY

Do you regularly work with a large number of vendors? Do you
need a tool to help you send out statements to your vendors
quickly and efficiently? NetSuite's native functionality allows only
for creation of customer statements, and doesn't take into
account statements that need to be sent to vendors.
Born of necessity and created for a long-time client, Vendor
Statement by Tvarana is a SuiteApp that provides statements to
vendors; including financial transactions such as vendor invoices,
bill payments, journals and bill credits.
Akin to the standard NetSuite Customer Statements, Vendor
Statement allows you to generate and send statements to your
customers to remind them of pending invoices.
Vendor Statement is remarkably easy to use, with an interface that
reflects NetSuite's Customer Statement functionality. Print
transactions and email multiple vendors in a single step, generate
reports in any currency that your vendors transact in, and prepare
statements of open balances based on aging, all through a single
unifying interface.
Manage vendor payments with ease and simplify your invoice
reconciliation process using the Vendor Statement app.
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GETTING

STARTED
Following installation of the Vendor Statement bundle, the
configuration record is set up. Each subsidiary in an account
will have a configuration record.

The configuration record is used to customize labels on the
search results page, as well as on the generated PDF
statement.
The Results tab on the configuration record is a summary of all
the columns that will show up on the search results page.
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The Statement tab is a summary of all the columns that will
show up on the generated PDF statement.

Note: A bundle installation script runs during the time of installation
and creates the configuration record for each subsidiary
automatically. The labels generated during this process will use default
values. In order to use labels that are customized for each subsidiary,
you will need to manually edit those fields on the configuration record.
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Bulk email IDs for each vendor are added, at the time of set up.
This is a one-time action. You can add up to 9 commaseparated email addresses in this field.
Go to the vendor record of choice and click Edit. The bulk
email addresses are added under the Communication tab.

These IDs, once added will auto-populate in the Email field on
the search results page.
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NAVIGATION
Find the Vendor Statement page by navigating to Transactions
> Purchases > Vendor Statement

VENDOR STATEMENT

SCREEN

Following the above navigation opens the Vendor Statement
screen with a complete list of vendors and a number of categories
for filtering.
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FILTERS
Vendor Statement provides a number of criteria that can be used
to filter from a large number of vendors:
Statement Date: Choose any date in this filter in order to see
vendors with open transactions from the start date, which is 30
days (by default) before the statement date, to your selected date.
You can also manually enter a statement period other that the
default 30-day period.
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Start date: Choose any date in this filter in order to see open
invoices from that given date to the

Vendor Category: Choose an option from the dropdown to filter
vendors based on category.
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Include Zero Balance: Check this option to include vendors with
zero balance statements in the display list.

Show Only Open Transactions: Check this option to show only
vendors that have open transactions in the display list. Leaving the
box unchecked will display vendors who don't have open
transactions in the search results.
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Exclude Aging Balance: Applying this filter will exclude the aging
balance in the PDF statement generated.

Select Currency: This option applies to vendors that transact in
multiple currencies. Click the checkbox next to the vendor name and
then click on the Select Currency button to choose a currency from
the list in the dropdown. By default, the system will select all currencies
while generating the statement.
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Subsidiary: For NetSuite One World accounts, the app automatically
filters all vendors and transactions based on the subsidiary of the
logged in user. Column names will be shown in the display in different
languages based on the selected subsidiary.
Note: The Tvarana dev team can customize and build additional filters
based on your unique business needs. This is not included in the
subscription cost. Please reach out to your account rep for a quote for
additional customizations.

VENDOR STATEMENT

ACTIONS

Print/Email: Once vendors have been filtered based on desired
categories, Vendor Statement can generate statements either to print
or to be emailed out. in order to use the email function:
Choose from customized templates in the dropdown list under the
Email Template option in order to send an email with the statement
as an attachment to your vendors.
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The email address field will be auto-populated with the bulk emails
IDs entered during configuration of the vendor record. You can also
manually enter a total of 10 additional email IDs in the provided
field.

Click on the Mark All button to generate statements for all filtered
vendors in the list. Alternately, click the Unmark All button and
manually select vendors from the display list. These actions are only
applicable to the current page of results.
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The Statements in Queue field displays the number of vendors
selected for whom statements will be generated.

Click on either the Print or Email button to generate your
statements.
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The generated PDF statement opens in a new tab of your browser
when you select Print displaying the criteria selected during the
filtering process.

If you select the Email option, the app generates vendor statements
for all marked vendors, which are sent as an attachment to the email
addresses in the Email field. You will receive a summary email in
your inbox with information such as number of vendors processed,
number of failures, number of successes etc.

THANK YOU!

